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Delaware river fly fishing report

Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck The sun is out this morning to start the week, a nice change after the last few days of rain and overcast skies. They have cut the release back some out of Cannonsville lately and the current flow is now 461 cfs and 49 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 621 cfs and 50 degrees. The Sulphurs are winding up but there are
still some up on the upper stretches of the rivers, like Stilesville area and their spinners in the evenings. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 92 cfs and 149 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 197 cfs and 51 degrees. Everything is in good shape and very wadeable at the moment. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck5/6/21The skies are
clear this morning with cooler temps, in the low-40¢ÃÂÂs, with a bit of cloud cover later but no rain. We¢ÃÂÂve got an overcast day today with some more clouds moving in later and a little rain late tonight and into tomorrow morning with little accumulation. The upper East Branch at Harvard is currently running 294 cfs and 56 degrees while after
the Beaverkill at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 1050 cfs and 60 degrees. This time of year the crumby days are oftentimes the best, especially on top. We have been seeing pretty good Sulphurs in the #14-16 range later in the day with good bugs the last hour and a half of the day. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1830 cfs and 64
degrees. The main at Lordville is running 5500 cfs and 58 degrees. Streamer fishing from a drift boat has been the go-to method to cover water lately with a wide variety of colors and styles working lately. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1210 cfs and 70 degrees. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 7910 cfs and 47 degrees degrees.
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04 e sfc 0161 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse ,etnemlautA .aug¡Ã an setnelecxe said snugla a ravel eved euq o ,said siod somix³Ãrp so arap aid od lanif on avuhc e snevun eceraP . oxiab me ¡Ãl in the western branch and and are are currently looking at 1150 cfs and 46 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 1330 cfs and 48 degrees. At the same time the upper
West is starting to fish a little better mid-day as we finish June and move into the July Sulphurs which should just pick up as we move forward. The air temp stayed warm last night and is in the 50¢ÃÂÂs already so water temps are starting out relatively warm. We are also seeing the usual bugs amongst the Sulphurs with some #14-16 Cahills, some
#10 Isonychia and #18-22 Olives. We are throwing a lot of streamers with the higher water and there will be the same bugs we¢ÃÂÂve been seeing with some Hendricksons, Olives, Blue Quills, some March Browns on the main Delaware, some Chimarra and Apple caddis. We do have a bit of rain in the forecast coming up this week but nothing
significant to affect the fishing. Although there¢ÃÂÂs not a lot of wading currently these are excellent flows and the fishing both on top and below the surface is hard to beat for mid-July. The lower East is now running at 1080 cfs and 60 degrees. With the higher water boats are going to be a necessity for quite some time. We are still seeing a few
Cahills, Grey Fox and Isonychia as well and these larger flies are great options for running a small Sulphur nymph dropper off of the back. You may have a little stain if fishing right below a feeder creek but overall clarity is still very good. Tomorrow looks to be a bit cooler with temps in the upper-50¢ÃÂÂs and mostly cloudy but no rain. The main
Delaware at Lordville is running 5180 cfs and 53 degrees. The mainstream at Lordville is 4360 cfs and 37 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Saturday we have sunny skies and temps in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs with some cloud cover later in the afternoon. Considering the rain we got the West here at Hale Eddy faired pretty well some decent visibility this
morning which will get better as the day goes on. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This morning is cool and clear, the yet, yet, in the low-30¢ÃÂÂs to start the day but with the high sun we are looking at highs today around 60 degrees. This Friday is starting out hazy and warm, similar to what we¢ÃÂÂve had all week with some rain forecast for late tonight and into
tomorrow. We do have a bit more water on both the East and West branches due to an increase in releases out of the reservoirs for flood mitigation. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 344 cfs and 42 degrees and downriver at Hale Eddy is running 563 cfs and 46 degrees. Harvard on the upper East jumped up very slightly and is currently
running 206 cfs and 60 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 388 cfs and 69 degrees. Rusty spinners in the appropriate sizes of all those bugs except the Sulphurs, which will be a ginger spinner, are must haves as well. On the East Branch up at Harvard we are looking at 213 cfs and 52 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at
692 cfs and 57 degrees. The fish are seeing a decent number of streamers cast against the banks so sparse, smaller flies usually work best. The main Delaware down at Lordville is now at 3060 cfs and 59 degrees. Although it¢ÃÂÂs great conditions for throwing streamers, as we have more and more of these warm days more bugs will show up every
day. Tomorrow the temps get back into the 50¢ÃÂÂs and continue to creep up into the weekend. The good news is that the temps are going to be quite a bit warmer, in the 50¢ÃÂÂs most of the days, with temps increasing as the week winds down. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 3860 cfs and 39 degrees and down at Hale Eddy the
flow is 4210 cfs and 40 degrees. Down at Hale Eddy we have 911 cfs and 48 degrees, an excellent level where we still have some cold water on the whole West, you can float or wade comfortably as well. We are supposed to get some rain throughout the day with about a half-inch of overall accumulation and highs around 60. The water levels have
very consistent without much fluctuation. We¢ÃÂÂve got higher water once again, after the increased release and a pretty good storm yesterday afternoon, but everything is very fishable and did fish well yesterday. It does look like a little rain throughout the week but that¢ÃÂÂs nothing new and not a terrible thing with the quality of fishing
we¢ÃÂÂve had during the last month of the same. Rusty Spinners from #14-20 are great flies this time of year and you never know when you¢ÃÂÂll bump into a spinner fall. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 408 cfs and 48 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 565 cfs and 50 degrees. The forecast for light rain mid-day shouldn¢ÃÂÂt
do too much to the rivers and the temps are moving up tomorrow into the low-60¢ÃÂÂs. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got some decent cloud cover today that is forecast to stick around today with temps later today in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs. We haven¢ÃÂÂt been upriver on the West to see it¢ÃÂÂs color but it¢ÃÂÂs likely pretty good and fishable at the
moment and we are done with the rain for a couple of days. Lordville on the mainstem is running 981 cfs and 68 degrees. We should see some decent dry fly activity later with the usual bugs of early May with some Hendricksons, BWO¢ÃÂÂs, Blue Quills, March Browns, Chimarra and Apple caddis. The upriver Sulphur hatch has been decent to very
good, depending on the day and location. With the high sun yesterday we had pretty summer-like conditions on the river without many bugs most of the day. We are seeing a few #16-18 Stoneflies and Chimarra caddis but with the mayflies on the water we¢ÃÂÂve been seeing the stones and caddis are pretty much irrelevant. We are still seeing some
decent BWO hatches in the afternoons along with a few Isos here and there. The upper East at Harvard is running 188 cfs and 56 degrees and down below the Beaverkill we are looking at 467 cfs and 62 at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy. The upper East at Harvard is now at 191 and 59 degrees and the Lower East in Neixes' Eddy is running 421 CFs and 69
degrees. It seems much colder temps and rain all day tomorrow with about two total centimeters, which would be great for the system and reservoirs of the river. The top main delaware is running 3920 CFS and 58 degrees. It looks good coverage of clouds today and tomorrow also with some half-day rain tomorrow that must be great. The wind will
be a problem to deal today, but at least it is a downstream wind and the insects will not care, there will still be some fish to feed on top, if it is willing to pan effort. It looks very like all weekend without rain on the forecast. We did some rains yesterday that they brought the rivers a little, but the clarity is still very good throughout the system. The west
branch down at Hale Eddy is running 2640 CFS and 55 degrees. Mainstream in Lordville is running 12,500 CFs and 42 degrees, also falling rapidly in almost 200 CFS / hour. Lotsa 'lucky today we have a beautiful morning with light clouds and a bit of drizzle that should not last long and no real accumulation. The Upper East at Harvard is now 366
CFS and 44 degrees during the return in the fish, we are looking at 1150 CFs and 47. Lotsa 'lucky we have a good cloud cover today after a decent rain most of the day yesterday. The same insects will be by aon for a while and the fish are coming in the slower water, especially tightened to the banks. With several hot days this week fishing was decent
on the afternoons with some fish, even looking at small blue winged olives in the # 18-20 range as well as some stoneflies in the # 16-18 range. In the lowest west and for the main, we also saw some of the tops black edge # 18-22 during the afternoons. Lotsa Ã ¢ â € "¢ Lucky the rivers have withdrawn and disappeared in the last 24 hours, making
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TAHT MROTS GIB EHT MORF MORF of the river system. The rivers have come up a bit on the current graphs and will likely go up more in the next few hours. It does look like a quarter inch of rain tonight and that may be enough rain to cause them to lower the flow on the West Branch out of Cannonsville. Cahills and Isos will also be around for a
while throughout the system. The West Branch is showing the late summer/early fall stain which is typical this time of year and will be around for a while but there is still 3-4 of visibility on sunny days and will help with the streamer fishing. There are also a few Isonychia around as well as a some #12-14 White flies down on the main Delaware and
the spinners at night typically bring some fish up. As the fish get more pressured and educated ants and beetles are great options, especially mid-day. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1770 cfs and 65 degrees. The upper West at Stilesville didn¢ÃÂÂt change much and now is running 542 cfs and 47 degrees while Hale Eddy is now 643 cfs
and 50 degrees. We are seeing some #8-10 March Browns as well, and that¢ÃÂÂs were those larger spinners will come in handy. With the temps all week being similar there is also a good chance of an afternoon shower as well and we¢ÃÂÂll take all the rain we can get. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Friday morning is starting out clear and calm with highs in
the low-70¢ÃÂÂs and it looks like the temps will get much cooler for a few days with highs tomorrow in the 60¢ÃÂÂs and 40-degree overnight temps which will really help the rivers cool down. The rivers have got a little rain, some more than others, but overall the conditions are the same as they¢ÃÂÂve been with a bit more water throughout the
system and some stain. It looks like the rest of the week is going to be dry so that will give the rivers some time to drop and clear up. It doesn¢ÃÂÂt look like much of a chance of rain until mid next week. Hopefully we get a bit of rain from the storms 74 DNA SFC 0531 TA GNIKOL ERA ELIHW SORED 54 DNA 0011 GNINNUR SI ELLIVELITE TA
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we are losing most of the storm at the moment. Yesterday was ok in the water, but the rains all day did not help, although it is never really torrential. The main delaware is running 1330 CFS and 58 degrees in Lordville and clarity of water clarifies while moving downriver. The West Branch Up in Stiresville is running 1180 CFs and 45 degrees and
down at Hale Eddy, we are looking at 1460 CFs and 45 degrees. Lotsa 'Luck after a good rain last night last night, the rivers are swollen very good, but already crest and are coming down with some stain for water in most places. Water levels have not changed much with the first week in a short time without significant rain. Also we have seen many
Caddis and the demanding fish seem to like a small, # 18 or # 20, passed CADDIS at any time of the day. Our main mistakes are still the sulphines in the # 16-20 range with decent hatches starting at the beginning of the afternoon, especially at the top 5-6 miles from the west branch. Just joking, now to reality. The top branch of the East is running
188 CFS and 52 degrees and below the Beaverkill in Neixes, we are looking at 553 CFs and 57 degrees. They decreased the flow again in Stiletville, bringing the flow to 686 and 47 degrees and down in Hale Eddy, we have 898 CFs and 51 degrees. This week fished very well, despite the air refrigerator and water temps, mainly due to the climate of
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EtÂ EvÂ ™ Â € Ã Ã ¢ EW .elhw a Rof Tsal LLIW HCIW Retaw Kaduolcbo, Knothy Kno ¢ Ew .seerged 66 DNA SFC 874 EVAH EW YDDWOD DNA ¢ lately, lately, not in crazy numbers but enough to have a few fish willing to grab them if blind cast in likely spots with or without a dropper. Yesterday was similar to today with temps in the upper-80¢ÃÂÂs
and fairly warm overnight. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 259 cfs and 55 degrees and downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 875 cfs and 60 degrees to start the day. There have been some Small Black Stoneflies in #16-20 in the afternoons and evenings with a few fish coming up to the surface in the slower water, typically lateafternoon or evening during the warmest water temps of the day. The mainstem is running 8750 cfs and 43 degrees down at Lordville. We should have a good opportunity to throw some streamers with the stained water, something we haven¢ÃÂÂt had recently since spring. The Isonychia are still around throughout the West Branch and their nymphs
are also good options and swinging wets and soft hackles in the riffs are also good options. With the stained water on the West Branch the streamer fishing is going to be the preferred method, especially from the boat. The water on the West is in great shape with perfect color for all types of fishing. The mainstem at Lordville is running 3310 cfs and
41 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 99 cfs and 51 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 216 cfs and 56 degrees. The upper main Delaware at Lordville is running 1340 cfs and 48 degrees. It does look like some rain and cloud cover starting Tuesday for a few days, which could be good for the fishing. We are
seeing some #10-12 Isonychia as well and their nymphs are also good if not much is happening on top. The Isonychia are still around in normal numbers and blind-casting them is a solid method to cover some water if not much is happening on top. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have partly cloudy skies this Monday morning with warm and humid air temps in
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is performing 1550 CFs and 46 degrees in The upper main at Lordville is currently 1180 cfs and 70 degrees. The rain today won¢ÃÂÂt do much to the river and should help the fishing this afternoon. The lower East at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy is running1330 cfs and 57 degrees. West Branch up at Stilesville is running 1670 cfs and 46 degrees and down at
Hale Eddy we have 2150 cfs and 44 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have high sun and no clouds this morning with temps in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs with highs in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs today. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 485 cfs and 47 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 575 cfs and 50 degrees. The West Branch is still pretty turbid, as it
has been the last six weeks, but not any dirtier from the recent rains. The upper mainstem at Lordville is running 2370 cfs and 64 degrees. Smaller, sparse and lightly weighted streamers are going to be the best bet under these conditions. Today is cloudy all day and should be a decent bug day with some Olives and Sulphurs too. The upper East
Branch at Harvard is now running 883 cfs and 44 degrees while downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 2720 cfs and 46 degrees on the lower East which has crested after rising about 1000 cfs. Tonight is going to be clear and cool down to the low-50¢ÃÂÂs and tomorrow¢ÃÂÂs high is low-70¢ÃÂÂs which is great late summer weather. The flows are
actually down slightly due to the decrease in the release from Cannonsville into the West Branch over the last couple days, likely in anticipation of this storm which will help meet downstream flows that are getting pretty low. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 1860 cfs and 45 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 2770 cfs and
46 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got another nice cool morning to wrap the week up with clear skies and some clouds moving in a as the day goes on. Spinners for the mayflies are also going to be good to have, especially if the wind stays down this evening. After three days of 40-degree with steady, light rain the warmer temps are nice to
have. The upper East at Harvard is running 137 cfs and 65 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 143 cfs and 59 degrees. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 1590 cfs and 46 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 2190 cfs and 48 degrees. For those looking to get away from the house and get some fresh air there are some
good opportunities currently with some bugs starting to show up as well. We are going to have some water for a while. These are great flows and temps for this late in the spring and the fishing remains very good. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a little drizzle to which just started around 7:30 this morning and it looks like it will last until 1 pm or so
and some more light rain in the afternoon hours with temps in the upper-60¢ÃÂÂs. The upper West Branch is running 1100 cfs up at Stilesville and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 1310 cfs and 44 degrees at both locations. Without any significant rain this week the rivers have been slowly dropping and are all very wadeable. We did get a little
rain in the area the last few days but the West is still very clear and wasn¢ÃÂÂt affected too much. As most of you likely know, they are going to be doing some work on a valve at Cannonsville reservoir and for the next 24 hours the flow is scheduled to be cut down to 0 cfs until Wednesday at 8am. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have some good cloud cover to
start the day and thankfully it¢ÃÂÂs going to stick around with a high later in the mid-50¢ÃÂÂs. The main Delaware at Lordville is now at 3090 cfs and 57 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have some cloud cover this morning after a night of heavy rain. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 387 cfs and 45 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are
looking at 581 cfs and 51 degrees with some stain to the water which will be around for a while and is coming from the reservoir. The water levels are nearly identical to the A few days of a cannonsville nocturnal pulse in the west branch in an attempt to cool a little with these hot air temperatures. There are still some isonychia around and there have
been some great, # 8 of October Caddis in the last few weeks. The East Upper in Harvard is running 403 CFs and 48 degrees during the return in the fish, we are looking at 663 CFs and 51 degrees. Today it will be mainly serpentines, at least to start the day, with high water and now it's snowing a little if it tells you something. Morning are good if
you can leave - fluids from the sunrise - store that the sun curses, usually some fish of garbage feed, then some trichos if you are lucky enough to Find some and drop. I do not have a change in bugs for a while, which is ok, as we started getting very good numbers of the small sulfos # 18-20 around the deposit area around the noon. Lordville in the
mainstem is operating 7910 and 44 degrees. Blue winged olives in the range of 18-22 were prevalent, especially on cloudy days as tomorrow. The rivers are still very vague and clear at the moment and must remain in great shape as the rain seems to be firm and light. There are still some stoneflies around too and small covers Johns or Stonefly
nymphs are good flies to jump off the bottom. The main delaware in Lordville is running 1090 CFS and 67 degrees. The East Upper in Harvard is running 219 CFs and 60 degrees, while below the Beaverkill in the fish, we have 616 CFs and 66 degrees. We are also seeing some # 20-24 triches in the morning and the east, west and the main delaware
are where you will find them. We are receiving Spinners too around dark with some other randomly mixed bugs throughout the day. Today will reach the peak in the last few days the next days with some decent cloud coverage. The Upper West in Stiresville is running 47 and 788 CFs and down in Hale Eddy we are A 1100 CFS and 45 degrees and so
clear as water receives. It seems clear to the predictable future with soft temps. The sulhpurs will be good for a few more weeks, as they started a bit late and usually go well in August. The main delaware in Lordville is running 2400 CFs and 62 degrees. The main delaware in Lordville is running 1060 CFs and 67 degrees. The rivers dropped a little
with Stesville running 669 CFs and 41 degrees, if you want to hit the west branch. There are also some isonychia around which are great for blind foundation and supporting a dropper in the most quick water. The Upper East at Harvard is running 2040 CFS and 46 degrees during the return in the fish, we have 2930 CFs and 48 degrees. Blue Quills
are going strongly in the last month and are very good stops, especially in the West and their rusty spinners are hard flies to beat. With the air refrigerator temps, it's a good time to hit the east branch or the main delaware and blue olives will be the insects to focus on the rest of the season. Later, we must still have some decent bwo in the band # 1822 and some isonychia. As for insects, we are still seeing # 18-20 sulphines, typically starting at the beginning of the afternoon and the equitation comparatives, emerging and devices are difficult to beat. It seems that the rain is scheduled for later today, around 5pm. Fishing has been very good lately for early fall fishing with nymphs being very good
at lower water with some bugs on the afternoons. The Blurred West Water Flower fishing today should be large, especially with small baitfish patterns without much weight. We have been huge tan and charcoal Caddis Checks in the number # 18 and passed Caddis were a popular fly. The better. There were some insects on the afternoons / nights
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this coming week with a slight chance of rain on Monday morning. Terrestrials, like ants and beetles work well too this time of year, even during a good Sulphur hatch. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Friday is looking good with cloud cover and some rain likely later today but the rain we¢ÃÂÂve got over the last 48 hours has done nothing to the rivers as far as
levels and turbidity. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We are looking at another bright and sunny day today with cool temps this morning around 40 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 165 cfs and 63 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 264 cfs and 72 degrees. It doesn¢ÃÂÂt look like much rain today, around .19¢ÃÂÂ, so we are in great
shape going into the weekend. The upper East at Harvard is now at 835 cfs and 46 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 1470 cfs and 49 degrees. Down at Hale Eddy we have 652 cfs and 56 degrees with a bit of stain to the river. The main down at Lordville is running 1680 cfs 69 degrees. The rain does not look significant and it should be a
good day to be on the water tomorrow, with about 1/2 inch spread throughout the day. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 456 cfs and 48 degrees and downriver below the Beaverkill we are looking at 1400 cfs and 52 degrees at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy. Blind casting the riffs with Isos or running a dropper underneath a big fly has been producing
fish lately. We had bright sun and warmer temps the last couple days which didn¢ÃÂÂt help the mid-day fishing any but the evenings were pretty good. There still is a bit of stain to the West Branch due to the water release from the reservoir which will likely last for the rest of the fall. We are currently out of the storm and will have to hang in there
and let the rivers clear which won¢ÃÂÂt be too long with the next couple days looking good with no rain in the forecast. Hale Eddy has dropped steadily and is now at 3130 cfs and 47 degrees ,etion ad 01 sad atlov rop ,etion Ã metno edatsepmet ad etneced avuhc amugla somet s³Ãn etros' astoL .ocrab mu me majaiv odnauq etnemlaicepse
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degrees during low in Hale Eddy, we are looking at 2780 CFs and 46 degrees. It seems that the cloud cover will stay around all day, so it must be a good blue winged olive day and some isonychia also. Isonychia in the band # 10-12 will be for a while and they make big dries to blind molar with or without a dropper - usually a small tail of the pheash
or something similar. Once again, the rain really did not go mad in the river, it was so dry and the turbidity of release recently we currently have about three visibility feet in Hale Eddy. How quickly they depend on the future rain. And as useful West, small and sparse fluÃons work much better than the big hinged flutes that you will move some fish
and get some looks, but you will not have close to the success in which you Faria with smaller flies. Lotsa 'lucky today is great this morning with a good light rain after we were a little last night, letting the rivers still in good way to wade and float with really no stain. The Upper West in Stiletville is running 383 CFS and 49 degrees and down at Hale
Eddy, we have 182 CFs and 58 degrees with some turbidity for water, but a lot of visibility for all types of fishing. Time seems great for a day of fishing with light rain and throughout the day, totaling about half inch. West branch in Stiresville is running 383 CFs and 49 degrees and down at Hale Eddy, we are looking at 520 CFs and 50 degrees. The
Upper East Brach is running 602 CFS and 47 degrees and down at Hale Eddy, we have 663 CFs and 51 degrees. We are seeing some decent sulfur activity that begins from noon, give or take an hour, depending on the climate. The most refrigerators, rain and cloud cover in the last few days were excellent for insects and fishing in all rivers. Besides,
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TSAE REPU EHT No. € Ã ¢ 06-WOL EHT NI SHGIH HTIW YAD EHT TRATS OT S "Â HCum Tuohtiw EMAS EHT Tuoba Gniwolf Seerged 54 DNA SFC 795 Ta Won Si Ellivselits Ta Hcnarb Tsew Reppu EHT .Krow Lliw SÂ ™ â € Ã ¢ wWB EHT ROF EGNAR 02-81 EHT NI NI the the East Branch we have 424 cfs and 53 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ
Eddy we have 967 cfs and 58 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck and happy 4th of July! We did get some decent rain last night in the thunderstorms that passed. The upper East at Harvard is running 263 cfs and 60 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 823 and 66 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 498 cfs and 54
degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 1400 cfs and 59 degrees. The West Branch up at Stilesville is running 1510 cfs and 43 degrees this morning and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 1850 cfs and 43 as well. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 553 cfs and 50 degrees. Sulphurs have been the main bugs lately throughout the
system, starting in the early afternoon for a while and picking back up near the end of the day. With the cooler water and air temps and all of the rivers being wadeable there is plenty of water to fish and get back onto some of the sections that have been too warm over the last few months. With the lower water every stretch of water is highly
wadeable and there will be minimal boat traffic. The rivers are currently in great shape with good visibility and a bit of stain. The upper West is going to be the place to be as everything starts to clear and thankfully the West does clear up very quickly. It does look like we will be on the northern edge of the remains of the hurricane moving through the
area tomorrow afternoon which should bring light rain to the area starting around 11am for the remainder of the day. Harvard on the upper East Branch is blown and running 3830 cfs and 45 degrees while the lower East Branch after the Beaverkill (16,100cfs) at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy is running 20,400 cfs and 49 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have some
great cloud cover to start the day today and it looks like it will stick around most of the day. Have some Sulphur spinners for these warm nights at dark. The rivers did to rise overnight with the weekend¢ÃÂÂs rains and the water coming in from the backside of the reservoirs. In the mean time we should have good fishing via boats, with the surface
activity picking up as the rivers drop, very similar to last week before the rain on Friday. Hale Eddy is pretty steady at the moment due to the increasing spill and the slowing runoff. The main Delaware at Lordville is now at 3220 cfs and 56 degrees. Lots¢ÃÂÂa Luck and enjoy the weekend! We¢ÃÂÂve got another very warm day today with high sun
and temps in the 80¢ÃÂÂs. The water is fairly turbid now, with low visibility, and should clear nicely as the water drops today. The upper East Branch is running 194 cfs and 58 degrees at Harvard and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 286 cfs and 67 degrees. With the cloud cover that looks to be around all day and hopefully some rain
moving in we should have a good day on the water with the same bugs we¢ÃÂÂve been dealing with for a while. Lordville is now running 3270 cfs and 51 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve been getting light rain most of today already with very little impact to the river so far with zero stain so far. Isonychia and Cahills are also good flies to prospect
with or put over the fish feeding but there isn¢ÃÂÂt a specific happening. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is going to be another warm and sunny day with a bit of cloud cover and highs in the upper-80¢ÃÂÂs. We are still seeing some decent bugs with several different caddis coming off. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 1040 cfs and 56 degrees
and down at Hale Eddy we have 1820 cfs and 55 degrees. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 5170 cfs and 47 degrees. We might get a little rain tonight but nothing significant. Ants and beetles are always great flies this time of year, especially on the picky fish, even during a good Sulphur hatch. As for the streamer fishing a little stain would
help. The mainstem down at Lordville is Seerged 35 Fo Pmet A Htiw Dravrah Ta PUM Ã ¢ ASTOL .EIHW A ROF MEH FO TUO GNIMOC TIB A EVAH YELRO DNA SFC 795 Gninnur Si ellivselits Ta Pu Tsew eht .sâ € Ã ¢ s spade OT YAW TAERG A ERA DNA ESU OT SEPF DOGGE OSLA ERA SGNINROM SHOWS EFT NI SREMAERTS. Remaerts moog
emos evah dluoc ew yadot niar eht htiw. EHT CUL Â ™ â € Ã ¢ ASTOL Shsif Ta Nwod Elihw Seerged 64 DNA SFC 813 Gninnur Si Dravrah Ta Hcnarb Tsae Repup Gniese Llits Era No .syad Elpuoc Tsal EHT DNUORA NEWUOC Tsal -reppu eht ni yadot retal shgih htiw si â € Ã ¢ 03-REPU Gninnur rough down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 199 cfs and 60
degrees. The bugs have been pretty good lately depending on the weather and which stretch of river you choose. The flow up at Stilesville on the upper West Branch is down at bit due to a decreased release with 978 this morning and 62 degrees. The fishing has remained very good with plenty of bugs but with today¢ÃÂÂs high sun expect some
difficult fish. In the evenings we are seeing some small Rusty spinners for the Olives, ginger spinners for the hebes and some larger Rusty spinners for the Isonychia. The release on the West and East Branches did go up a bit overnight, likely anticipating the rain tonight, which is likely to make Cannnonsville (99.2% full) and Pepacton (99.7%) spill in
the coming days. There have been some Tricos in the #20-24 range on the East and lower West in the mornings and it¢ÃÂÂs also a good time to streamer fish and nymph if you¢ÃÂÂre an early riser. Also, ants and beetles are great flies to try on these fussy fish. The the recent hot weather the main and lower East Branch are starting out near 70
degrees and are really unfishable. It looks to be a light rain which is really perfect for the fishing and to help top the reservoirs off a bit. Yesterday was a bit slower bug-wise after several days of good bugs earlier this week. The rivers are all still running very clear at the moment and we may see some color to the river later, especially by any creek
coming in, but can only hope it¢ÃÂÂs helps the bugs a bit. It¢ÃÂÂs looking like light rain the first part of this week which will likely keep the river levels at least where they are for the time being. The mianstem at Lordville is running 4400 cfs and 64 degrees. Harvard on the upper East Branch is now running 825 cfs and 48 degrees and down at
Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy on the lower East is running 1540 cfs and 57 degrees. The Isonychia are also good flies to have this time of year as you¢ÃÂÂll see them on the water the next month or so. With the higher water it¢ÃÂÂs a good time to throw some streamers, especially earlier in the day before the bugs get going, say around noon typically. The West
down at Hale Eddy has actually dropped a bit with a flow of 2740 cfs and 46 degrees. On the West Branch this morning there¢ÃÂÂs a slight stain to the water, likely due to the reservoir starting to turn over, versus color from the recent rains. The upcoming weather looks great too with some light rain many days this week and temps in the upper60¢ÃÂÂs or low-70¢ÃÂÂs during the day. The upper West at Stilesville is running 330 cfs and 41 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 435 cfs adn 43 degrees. We are still getting pretty good Sulphurs on the upper West, starting around noon. This Friday morning is nice and cool, in the low-60¢ÃÂÂs, with some cloud cover with highs later in the
low-80¢ÃÂÂs. Tomorrow looks to be cooler and in the 60¢ÃÂÂs with good cloud cover. We¢ÃÂÂre still seeing a few Hendricksons on the upper West as well as Blue Quills and definitely some small BWO¢ÃÂÂs today. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 597 cfs and 45 degrees and here at Hale Eddy we have 1060 cfs and 51 degrees.
It¢ÃÂÂs also good weather for #18-24 Blue Winged Olives in the afternoon hours until evening. We¢ÃÂÂve still had some decent mid-day Sulphurs the last few days up around Deposit starting to show up early-afternoon. The upper East at Harvard is currently 895 cfs and 43 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 1700 cfs and 46
degrees. These warm nights are nice and offer some good opportunities until dark. Water levels and clarity haven¢ÃÂÂt changed much with most of the water in the system being release water. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 534 cfs and 47 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 543 cfs and 52 degrees. There have been a few Blue
Quills #16-20 around and even the odd Hendrickson. The sun is starting to ¡Ãtse avuhc a e odnaruges o£Ãtse aug¡Ã ed sievÃn sO .m©Ãbmat £Ãhnama snugla e edrat siam avuhc ed ecnahc amu moc odot aid o snevun ed arutreboc eceraP .suarg 26 e sfc 522 somet s³Ãn ,sexiep son oxiab arap e suarg 75 e sfc 731 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse dravraH me etsel od
roirepus lailif A .erawaleD oir od ametsis o odot ed etnetsisnoc siam e rohlem o odnacsep ¡Ãtse etseo omar O .m©Ãbmat satog-atnoc mu rartsinimda arap setnelecxe o£Ãs e sagec sacsom sednarg mezaf sam ,sacid¡Ãropse etnemacipit o£Ãs euq 21-01 # axiaf an aihcynosÃ samugla odnev somatse m©ÃbmaT .ellivdroL on suarg 45 e sfc 0765 odnatucexe
¡Ãtse roirepus etrap lapicnirp A .edrat ad saroh s Ã somragehc ©Ãta o£Ã§Ãpo aob amu res airedop m©Ãbmat arifnin a ,lapicnirp oN .ominÃm oxulf od otrep odnagehc revirnwod aug¡Ã ed sievÃn a mavel euq saces seµÃ§Ãidnoc a odived o£Ãsiloc aneuqep amu uebecer etseo omar on oxulf O .acsep ed sopit so sodot arap edadilibisiv atium sam ,ahcnam
ed ocuop mu moc £Ãhnam atse suarg 74 e sfc 0142 o£Ã§Ãucexe me etnemlauta ¡Ãtse yddE elaH me oxulf O .aid-oiem oa odna§Ãemoc etnemacipit ,sesem snugla rop avitacifingis siam ahlitocse a odnes otis³Ãped ed onrot me aid od oiem od serodaflus so moc opmet mu rop sotesni son radum iav asioc atium meN .£Ãhnam atse odahcnam ©Ã o£Ãn sam
,ocuop mu uigrus oir O .otaidemi orutuf on avuhc mes anames atse opmet mob eceraP .ametsis o odot me aralc aug¡Ã moc aid o moc es-odnanrot aug¡Ã siam e siam moc etnematnel riac a maraunitnoc soir sO .arramihC oneuqep ocuop mu adnia e elppA ad siddaC snugla moc siddaC ed setneced sahlitocse samugla odnev somatse m©Ãbmat s³ÃN
.ametsis o odot me gnikcehc ed sedadinutropo satium e roirefni aug¡Ã a moc sezilef res meved edaW serodacsep so sodoT .aer¡Ã etrom an otis³Ãped e ellivseritS ed onrot me ribus a etnemlaicepse ,rohlem ocuop mu revomocol es ed zapac ¡Ãres etnemlanif ªÃcov ,sievÃn sesseN .08 ed onrot me e ejoh edrat siam odnapmil ,adiuges me ,odalbun
etnemlaicrap racif iav e orieoven od arof odamieuq e s©ÃvartA ues ues o agarT .lev¡Ãutulf e lagel odut retnam a Game like the Fish Uwriver in the sulphines will test the best abilities and patience of Angers. This week is involving with clear houses this morning and temps at Upper-30, with high in the middle of the years later and a possibility of rain
this afternoon too. The top branch of East in Harvard is running 125 CFs and 49 degrees during fish edition, we have 397 CFs and 52 degrees. The top branch of East in Harvard is running 1930 CFs and 44 degrees. It will definitely be bright and sunny with cloud minimum cover. We are still seeing a decent number of Drakes on the east and main
branch too. The styesville river flow in the western branch is running 510 CFS and 50 degrees during low in Hale Eddy, we have 627 CFs and 51 degrees. We also have seen prolific Spinner falls in the dark too, so it would be advisable to be late. We had a little rain yesterday, but avoided the majority of the storm and there was no real effect of rivers.
Lordville Down in the mainstem is running 10,300 CFs and 45 degrees. Lotsa 'lucky today we have a good cloud cover without rain and high later today in the lower 1970s. Lotsa' lucky today it's looking like a great day to be in the water with lots of clouds and hot air temperatures The night with a high of 69 degrees later today. It looks like rain this
week with compensating and temps warming in the middle of the week. Pheasant tails, copper Johns and the ears of the hare are great simple flies that work. The top branch of the East has also been a collision with 602 CFs and 50 degrees in Harvard and Downriver in Neixes, we have 1490 CFs and 56 degrees. Isonychia is still by AÃ for the next
months and terrestrials like ants and beetles are excellent patterns if you find a fish at the top who is giving you problems. The superior east in Harvard we have 387 CFS and 52 degrees and below in the swirl, we have 714 CFs and 58 degrees. But overall, in the week pretty good on the water with the same bugs we¢ÃÂÂve been seeing for a week or

so now and very wadeable rivers. Currently we are looking at 445 cfs and 47 degrees up at Stilesville and 47 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 543 cfs and 51 degrees. We are still getting pretty generous releases from both reservoirs in an attempt to create a void for future rain. The cloud cover today should help a bit as it¢ÃÂÂs been
sunny lately and we are still getting some decent Sulphurs in size #16 with a few of the #18 dorotheas or smaller Sulphurs starting to show but they aren¢ÃÂÂt quite there yet. Upriver around Stilesville is still around 500 cfs with minimal stain so we are seeing some bugs and risers midday with very few Sulphurs left up really high and some Blue
Winged Olives and terrestrials on the whole river. The upper main Delaware at Lordville is running 4140 cfs and 62 degrees and will likely not crest for a while. There have been some Isonychia as well in the #10-12 range and are good flies to have over the next few months. The main Delaware down at Lordville is running 29,500 and 40 degrees,
down from nearly 50,000 at it¢ÃÂÂs peak. We are seeing some winged ants in size #18-24, which are usually a little more common on the lower half of the West Branch. There have been a few spinners as well on the nicer days and this time of year they often will fall in the middle of the day with the cooler temps. The upper West Branch at Stilesville
is now 325 cfs and 40 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 534 cfs and 42 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Friday is starting out humid and warm and humid with some fog over the river. With the current water situation streamers are going to be a good option for a while and there will be some bugs if you end up on a section of river with
decent visibility. We are supposed to get a half-inch tonight into tomorrow which won¢ÃÂÂt affect the fishing or rivers much but may them a little and prolong the shedding of the reservoirs. The main delaware in Lordville is running 1110 CFs and 70 degrees as well. The main point is, the sunny days will never go fishing, as well as the days with bad
weather, despite the temperature. Lotsa Ã ¢ â € "¢ Lucky the light rain yesterday continued overnight and this morning, bringing the rivers a little, but everything is still clear and very vaguely. They decreased the flow from the reservoir on the west branch at night due to the reservoir getting a little smaller. Once again, rusty spinners will be
important this afternoon for the night. Lotsa Ã ¢ â € ¬ ¢ It looks like rain today, with little or no accumulation, that will end at noon. Another sunny day in the rivers with hot temperatures almost 60 this morning with high then around 70. Luck today is starting to heat mesquinhas with clear times with temps reaching the 70s later today with some
coverage of clouds. Streamer's fishing was very good the last day with many fish chasing. The west in Stiresville is now running 1260 CFs and 56 degrees and down at Hale Eddy, we are looking at 1360 CFs and 55 degrees. It seems that they pulsed the launching at 750 CFS or now and now it is running 701 CFs and 47 degrees. With the last Temps
in mid-190s to mid-60s during the day fishing was decent in very well sometimes, especially after the rains we had at the end of this week that really helped the freestone rivers and caused a decrease Cannonsville launching that really clarified water in the west - and also. There are still usual isonychia that we will see for a few more months too. The
main main is in good shape and is a good means due to the largest west and lower branch to the east and cleans up as you stay below the junction. The top branch west in Stiresville is now 1570 CFS and 40 degrees and downriver in Hale Eddy, we have 1980 CFs 42 graus. As previsÃµes atuais estÃ£o estimando uma polegada de chuva da prÃ³xima
tempestade que manterÃ¡ os fluxos altos por um tempo, se nÃ£o a chuva pelo menos dos altos lanÃ§amentos, tivemos os Ãºltimos dois meses. O principal Delaware em Lordville estÃ¡ executando 1370 cfs e 60 graus esta manhÃ£. Temos visto constantemente mais dos pequenos, # 18-20 sulfadores, aparecem no meio do dia em torno de 12-1pm na
filial superior aeste. Lotsa 'Sorte nÃ³s apenas tivemos uma boa pilha de chuva passe atÃ© esta manhÃ£ que deixava cair uma chuva rÃ¡pida que provavelmente causarÃ¡ uma pequena mancha onde alguns dos fluxos de alimentador entram no rio, mas o que Ã© bom ainda. O fluxo atual em Stiresville estÃ¡ executando 929 cfs e 55 graus durante a
baixa em Hale Eddy, temos 1110 cfs e 55 graus. Stiresville no Upper West estÃ¡ rodando 1170 cfs e 57 graus esta manhÃ£ e para baixo no Hale Eddy, temos 1330 cfs e 57 tambÃ©m com uma boa mancha Ã Ã¡gua. A filial ocidental ainda estÃ¡ correndo com a cor da queda do reservatÃ³rio, que Ã© muito tÃpica desta Ã©poca do ano, e continuarÃ¡
por pelo menos mais um mÃªs. Com os temps mais refrigeradores, prepare-se para alguns spinners enferrujados ao longo do dia, como nÃ£o Ã© uma coisa Ã direita quando Ã© nos anos 50 ou 40. Com o terreno saturado e reservatÃ³rios completos, teremos Ã¡gua alta for a while. O principal delaware para Lordville estÃ¡ executando 2860 cfs e 65
graus. Parece uma chuva decente durante o dia amanhÃ£, que Ã© o melhor cenÃ¡rio com chances de chuva na maioria dos dias esta prÃ³xima semana. Atualmente nÃ£o hÃ¡ muita mancha para o rio, mas Ã© provÃ¡vel que seja um pouco suja mais tarde, especialmente abaixo de qualquer fluxo de alimentador. O oeste em Stiresville estÃ¡ executando
510 cfs e 50 graus durante a baixa no Hale Eddy, ele estÃ¡ executando 681 cfs e 53 para iniciar o dia. O # 10-12 ISONYCHIA tambÃ©m serÃ¡ importante e estarÃ¡ por perto por mais um mÃªs e sÃ£o boas moscas para cobrir a Ã¡gua. O mainstem em. odaxied ©Ã ¡Ãj o£Ãtne ,etion Ã metno 0071 ©Ãta uotnac etnedicO O .suarg 96 e sfc 695 somet
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.sair¡Ãssecen otium mare rodaregirfer ra ed sarutarepmet sa e at 597 cfs and 45 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 853 cfs and 50 degrees, only up a few cfs since the rain started a few hours ago. Rusty spinners of the appropriate size are always good to have in the box and are hard to beat this time of year. Even in the high sun we¢ÃÂÂve
been getting some good bugs mid-afternoon and the fish are looking up. The main is going to be very wadeable at these levels as well with clearer water than the West that does continue to clear as you go downriver. The main Delaware is running 2400 cfs and 55 degrees with minimal wind. The fishing lately has been pretty good with nymphing with
small pheasant tails and other bugs in the #14-18 range under an indicator or dry fly working until you can locate some fish feeding on top. The mainstem is running 3860 cfs this morning. If you do find some fish on top it¢ÃÂÂs important to get on them quick as they don¢ÃÂÂt rise too many times this time of year. Those days are always so much
better than any bright and sunny day - if you like to catch fish at least. The rivers have been steadily dropping and are currently very wadeable throughout the system. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 176 cfs and 63 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 264 cfs and 73 degrees. We¢ÃÂÂre still seeing lots of caddis in the 16-20
range and spent caddis and nymphing with pupa has been effective. The main Delaware down at Lordville is running 1440 cfs and 66 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today looks like we will have some cloud cover with temps in the 80¢ÃÂÂs and no rain anytime soon. Don¢ÃÂÂt put away the 7 weights yet, we will likely be using them for the next few days.
The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 521 cfs and 44 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 761 cfs and 50 degrees. It looks like today and tomorrow will be pretty clear and sunny but from Tuesday on it looks like good, cloudy conditions with a chance of rain every day. had some very warm late-October temps lately with highs
in the mid-70¢ÃÂÂs the last two days. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got some clear skies and high sun to start the day after some rains last night that passed through and did drop a bit of rain, enough to raise the river a bit but no significant stain to speak of. Down at Hale Eddy we have 2350 cfs and 46 degrees with very clear water. We did have some
pretty good spinners last night with all of the above mayflies turning into a rusty spinner, a hard fly to beat on May evenings. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 797 cfs and 46 degrees and downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 1330 cfs and 54 degrees. The Cahills and Isonychia will be around for a while and are always great for the
random risers or to blind-cast with if not much is happening. With the light stain to the water the streamer fishing is decent, especially during the low light periods of the day. The main will be much easier to wade as well and the extra water will take a while to get down there, especially if you¢ÃÂÂre going lower on the main. The upper mainstem is
very wadeable too with the same bugs and is clearer than the West once you get below the confluence and does clear more as you travel down river. Today should be a good day with the overcast skies and warm water temps to start the day. Water temps are looking good and will only get better downriver with these cool nights coming up. The flows
and temps over on the East Branch are 242 cfs and 60 degrees at Harvard and 735 cfs and 68 degrees at Fishs Eddy. The flow on the West Branch has been lowered over the last 24 hours and the fishing on the West should be good today, especially for those who have been anxious to wade the river should take advantage. It was pretty sunny over the
weekend which never helps the fishing and this week looks much better with some cloud cover and pretty good air temps. Keep your droppers and soft hackles handy as fish are feeding below the surface a lot of the time and dropping those flies off the back of a good Sulphur dry can be very effective. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 206
cfs and 59 degrees and down below the Beaverkill at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are running 571 cfs and 66 degrees. They will actually continue to rise over the next few days despite any future precipitation. The mainstem is running 3010 cfs down at Lordville with a temp of 41 degrees. Olives, Rusty Spinners and pheasant tails from #18-24 are main mayfly
patterns to have for the remainder of the fall. The bugs haven¢ÃÂÂt and wont change much for the next few weeks with small BWO¢ÃÂÂs and winged ants working well if you can find consistently rising fish. We are getting pretty good Sulphurs in the #16-20 range, typically starting mid-day. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 5950 cfs and 45
degrees. We should start seeing some Blue Quills and Quill Gordons towards the middle of the month. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1170 cfs and 64 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This morning we¢ÃÂÂve got a nice, light rain for the morning with temps still around 60 and dropping throughout the day today and ending up in the mid-40¢ÃÂÂs
by sunset. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got another cool morning today with temps in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs which has been a big help in keeping the lower sections of river cool and fishable. The last couple days did fish pretty well with the slightly higher water with some bugs midday up around Deposit. Olives and Isonychia are also bugs to look out for
and the Iso¢ÃÂÂs make great blind casting flies in the higher water and support a dropper well. Yesterday was like much of the week with good fishing and plenty of fish feeding on top for everyone, not that they are easy though. The West Branch is now dropping after another nightly pulse from the reservoir to help keep downriver temps down a bit.
During the heavier bouts of rain the fishing tough at times but great before and after and no rivers are even close to being too stained to fish. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is starting out fairly warm, in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs, with a bit cooler temps later in the low-80¢ÃÂÂs and some cloud cover most of the afternoon which would be great after a couple days of
hot weather and sunny skies. The Isonychia have been around as well and make good blind casting flies with or without a dropper. The current flow at Stilesville is 144 cfs and 48 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking 204 cfs and 50 degrees. Be on the lookout for the winged ants which are typically #18-24 and can be tough to tell apart from
small Olives unless you catch some. Water levels are pretty much the same as yesterday with good releases out of both reservoirs. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is partly sunny with cooler temps for the high today and a bit less water than what we¢ÃÂÂve had lately. Downriver below the Beaverkill at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy the flow is 1150 cfs and 58 degrees. The
upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 417 cfs and 44 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 590 cfs and 47 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 165 cfs and 65 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 348 cfs and 74 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is starting out nice and sunny with temps later
peaking out in the mid-60¢ÃÂÂs with light wind. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a rainy morning with air temps dropping throughout the day and into tonight, with temps bottoming out in the mid-20¢ÃÂÂs. Rusty spinners too, which often fall mid-day with the cooler weather. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 357 and 40 degrees while
down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 540 cfs and 42 degrees. The fishing on the West is going to streamer fishing for the most part, maybe a few bugs later in the day towards sunset. It looks pretty dry most of the week with some minor rain possible towards the weekend. Nymphing going going to be a solid option if no bugs are present. Everything
else, like the lower East Branch and main Delaware is going to be high and dirty for at least a few days. Air temps look to be nice and mild this coming week with highs in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs and 40¢ÃÂÂs at night, great early fall weather. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 226 cfs and 58 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 663 cfs
and 64 degrees. Water levels are holding pretty steady with a little more water overnight from Cannonsville into the West due to the lack of recent rain and low water flows downriver. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Tuesday is starting out with some good cloud cover and temps in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs. With the dropping water, great level of clarity (a bit of stain)
and cooler temps this should be a great day to be on the water. The lower West, main and East Branch are your best bet for the Tricos which are decent at times. Some fish may be eating the nymphs coming up through the water column and small droppers like pheasant tails or soft hackles are hard to beat. The upper West at Stilesville is now at 597
cfs and 46 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 654 cfs and 48 degrees. Terrestrials are always good flies for the next couple months, especially on tough fish. Down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 3550 cfs and 42 degrees, still with a little stain which helps with the streamer fishing vs gin-clear water. The mainstem at Lordville is running 1080
cfs and 66 degrees. The main Delaware is running 1110 cfs and 63 degrees this morning. There should be enough stain to the water to get some decent streamer activity and if we got some cloud cover it would definitely help. The rain should help today and probably have some Blue Winged Olives in the #18-22 range as well as a few Isonychia in
#10-12. Running a dropper off of the Iso wouldn¢ÃÂÂt be a bad idea, cast tight to the banks in the slower water. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running cfs cfs and 39 degrees and down below the Beaverkill at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 6400 cfs and 39 degrees. Mornings can also be a good time to get out without much competition on the water
and is by far the best time to throw some streamers, usually from daybreak till 7 am or so. The East Branch up at Harvard is now running 908 cfs and 46 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 2120 cfs and 49 degrees. The early afternoon Sulphurs up around Deposit are still the main hatch and will be the rest of the month and into August.
As far as bugs we¢ÃÂÂre seeing and where to go hasn¢ÃÂÂt and isn¢ÃÂÂt going to change much unless the conditions change due to an increase in water from rain or dam release. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is flowing 2460 cfs and 41 degrees, downriver at Hale Eddy we have 3110 cfs and 42 degrees with good visibility throughout the
West Branch. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This week is starting out a bit warmer than the morning temps we¢ÃÂÂve had the last few days. The main at Lordville is running 1140 cfs and 70 degrees to start the day. Blind casting March Browns in the faster water is a good way to cover some water and those are good flies to run a dropper off of too. Flows have
slowly dropped since the rains of last week and everything is pretty wadeable and clear at the moment. Those tend to be the best days on top too with small Olives in the #18-22 range. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 574 cfs and 45 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 611 cfs and 47 degrees. The main Delaware is
running 1370 cfs and 64 degrees. We¢ÃÂÂve got BWO¢ÃÂÂs in #18-22, Sulphurs in #14-16, #8-14 March Browns, #8-10 Green Drakes and spinners of all of those bugs as well as some various caddis. The West at Hale Eddy is down to 1010 cfs and 42 degrees. We will be seeing the same bugs for the next month so unless the water drastically
changes the bugs program won¢ÃÂÂt change much. It looks like the West Branch is to to get a little color from the reservoir release, which is typical this time of year. The water temps are in pretty good shape thanks to the cool nights we¢ÃÂÂve been having the last week. The upper main Delaware is also looking great with a flow of 3080 cfs and 53
degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 270 cfs and 44 degrees and downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 922 cfs and 46 degrees. Down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 810 cfs and 54 degrees. With the sunny skies today the fishing on top is going to be tough and we can hope for a few bugs and cooperative fish. The rivers all
did come up a bit but are very fishable with varying levels of clarity. The rain coming is the best case scenario and should cause the reservoir to spill before too long. All of the rivers are about the same, dropping a bit after no rain the past few days and are very wadeable and clear. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got low-70¢ÃÂÂs and good cloud cover
today with flows that have dropped a bit since yesterday but are still pretty good throughout the system with some rain moving in later today, around 1pm, which should be a light fishing rain. The water levels have dropped slightly but everything is still wadeable and floatable on the West Branch and upper mainstem but water temps on the main and
East are getting warm later in the day. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 557 cfs and 49 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 672 cfs and 52 degrees. The rivers did go up a bit but are still fishable and will clear up quickly. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got another day of good cloud cover today and it looks like some possible light
rain with cooler air temps in the mid-40¢ÃÂÂs for the high. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck The sun is back out after a bit of rain last night that was pretty severe but very brief and didn¢ÃÂÂt do much to the rivers which are pretty much where they¢ÃÂÂve been all week. This extra water will likely last ¢ÃÂÂtill Sunday so when they usually cut it back. Here at the
bridge there is a decent stain to the water with a couple feet of visibility, clear enough for all types of fishing. Rusty Spinners in the #10-20 range are essential flies for May/early-June. The rivers are dropping at a steady rate, great news for the wade anglers. Water levels are about the same as we¢ÃÂÂve had the last few days with some rivers rising a
bit and some dropping due to both reservoirs still spilling. We are seeing a lot of caddis throughout the day and a few spent caddis are good flies to pack along. It¢ÃÂÂs one of our better hatches and is very consistent once it gets going so we should continue to see them for quite some time. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 470 cfs and
48 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 511 cfs and 50 degrees. You should see a few Isonychia around as well in the #12 range. This time of year a good terrestrial pattern like a small, #18-22, flying ant is very hard to beat. The West Branch down at Hale Eddy is now 4040 cfs and 40 degrees with several feet of visibility and there will
definitely be fisherman on the water today and with the stain streamer fishing conditions are perfect and the water is certainly clear enough for fish to eat dries. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got some sunny skies this morning after the rains of last night which brought a little stain to the water but didn¢ÃÂÂt bring levels much at all. Nymphing can be
productive with the lower water with small Pheasant tails for the Blue Winged Olives and small stoneflies nymphs in the #16-20 range as well. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 597 cfs at Stilesville and 44 degrees while Hale Eddy is running 704 cfs and 47 degrees. The water levels have continued to drop and the coming rain will be
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50 degrees with just a little color from the rainy rainfall. This is a notoriously difficult hatch and many of the fish feeding is doing this just below the surface of the water and several drops, like small tails or soft hackles, work very well. We must have some good streamer fishing opportunities for the next day or more and even with the stain that we
should still have some decent blind launch with the largest isonychia, which was quite solid lately, anyway with the lack of insects in the Most bugs in most. We are still seeing the end of the Hendrickson Hatch tail with many thorns in the last nights. Lotsa 'lucky we have a small cloud cover this morning and some rain moving later today, around 6pm,
and continuing in the first hours of Saturday. The downriver flow in Hale Eddy, we are looking at 234 CFs and 54 degrees, still running with that fossing spot. The main delaware is running 1600 CFs and 62 degrees. Lotsa Today we have some more cooling temperatures with some light snow descending at the beginning of April climate with high
around 40. We are still watching good olives in the # 18-20 track with these turbulent conditions along with # 16 -18 Quills Blue and some # 14-16 Hendricksons as well. Streamer fishing should be very solid with lower light due to cloud cover and light and constant rain should help if we get a little stain. The main delaware in Lordville is Currenlty
running 1180 CFs and 55 degrees. Lordville down in the main delaware is running 972 CFS and 60 degrees. If you choose to get some fresh air and do some fishing, please do it with responsibility, on the own account and as always give others more than enough space. It looks like cloudy sky and a chance of rain revirnwod revirnwod e suarg 56 NDA
sfc 191 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse dravraH me etsel od roirepus lailif A .miur asioc amu ©Ã o£Ãn euq said somix³Ãrp Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 298 cfs and 74 degrees. You could see an Isonychia or two and they still work well when blind-cast through the riffles with or without a dropper. The last few clear nights have had some great spinner falls
as well. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck It looks like we are going to have some pretty warm air temps for the foreseeable future, in the mid-80¢ÃÂÂs during the day. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a beautiful day with slightly cooler temps to end the month today. Yesterday was a pretty good with near-perfect weather, with all-day light rain and good Olives
throughout the day. Lordville down on the mainstem is now at 2780 cfs and 61 degrees. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 497 and 48 degrees and downriver at Hale Eddy we have 858 cfs and 55 degrees. The upper East remains pretty low with 98 cfs up at Harvard and 52 degrees. We¢ÃÂÂve been pretty dry up here lately aside from a
brief afternoon shower here and there. The rivers puffed up a bit yesterday and some areas got a little dirty but the rain was over before noon and water levels and clarity are currently pretty good. How quickly they clear will vary a bit depending on location and how bad the feeder streams above it got hit. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck After the all-day rains of
yesterday we¢ÃÂÂve got a nice day for fishing today with good cloud cover and no rain. The upper East Branch at Harvard is now at 359 cfs and 54 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 559 cfs and 62 degrees. The upper West is still getting some Hendricksons in the afternoon hours and plenty of spinners too. We are going to have heavy
clouds and off-and-on rain most of the day with cooler temps but that does not mean it will be a slow day on the water. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is a nice sunny day with highs around 60 degrees with some clouds moving in tomorrow and some rain later in the week. Clarity is still good all around and we should have some good fishing and bugs today
with the cloud and hot temperatures - ideal conditions. At the top you are seeing some isonychia and cahills that you will see lower in the West too. Streamer fishing should also be solid with the stain to the water and the cloud cover. Today seems to be slightly warmer than yesterday with temps raising about 50 degrees this afternoon and cloud cover.
If you do not see much around deposit in the afternoon, no hesitate to try a different location because the hatches can be very localized and 1/4 mile can make a great difference. Tonight we should get some spinners with warm and clear weather. The rivers will continue to fall slowly throughout the week, no rainfall, but will be far from being
expected for a while. The main delaware for Lordville is running 4360 CFS and 53 degrees. Isonychia and Cahills are good insects are still by aÃ and make great flies for that randomly growing fish that you do not want to spend a ton of time or also make great blind flies. We must be good today without rain and we must take some spinners since the
last two days, it's ideal. The mainstem in the Lordville is running 818 CFS and 60 degrees this morning and the extra water that we could not get until there, at least according to the meter that is not real time. We continue to have some very good fishing, especially for the beginning of April, and yesterday it was no different with many bugs and fish
rising from the beginning of the afternoon. The east branch in Harvard is running 101 CFS and 53 degrees and down in the fish, we are looking at 214 CFs and 53 degrees. The main delaware in Lordville is running 5640 CFS and 46 degrees and is now running very clear. The Upper East in Harvard is running 188 CFs and 58 degrees and down in the
fish, we have 327 CFs and 66 degrees. The top branch west in Stilesville is running 1790 CFs and 50 degrees and downriver in Hale Eddy that we are looking at 2290 CFs and The The main at Lordville is currently running 1160 cfs and 61 degrees. We¢ÃÂÂve probably got another week or so before we see consistent mayfly activity so hopefully we get
the high water out of the way. Droppers like pheasant tails, soft hackles or traditional wet flies fished as a dropper off the back of a visible dry fly. The levels and clarity on the West is perfect for streamer fishing and we have still been getting the afternoon Olives during the warmest hours of the day from say, 2-6pm. The temps for the next few days
coming up look great so we should start to get a bit more consistency as the water temps warm. The main Delaware down at Lordville is running 1290 cfs and 51 degrees. A couple degrees of water temp can make a big difference this time of year. We should still see a few Sulphurs on the upper river in the afternoon hours. A light weight streamer set
up is also a good method to cover water with small, lightweight streamers that won¢ÃÂÂt hang up. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a little snow this morning with cooler temps in the 30¢ÃÂÂs to start the weekend with temps in the mid-50¢ÃÂÂs later in the afternoon. We also have good temps with a bit cooler weather that we woke up to today. The
main Delaware down at Lordville is running 3650 cfs and 48 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 179 cfs and 58 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 517 cfs and 56 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This morning is starting out with a bit of cloud cover and rain moving in later this afternoon which will bring more water
to the system. At these levels the West is on the high side for wading but can be done in most places if you¢ÃÂÂre a confident wader and know the river. The upper West at Stilesville is now 1570 cfs and 42 degrees while downriver at Hale Eddy we have 1890 cfs and 43 degrees. The East Branch at Harvard is running 209 and 61 degrees this morning
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EMOS HTIW DNU DIWH DIWH, Craf Sym Sym Kcul ™ â € ™ â € ¢ GNITAL EREW EREW EEF EES DNA DNA EES REVE UOY SA HCTAH HCTAH HCTAH. Hale Eddy we have 695 cfs and 50 degrees. Nymphing before the hatch gets going is working pretty well with small Sulphur imitations or pheasant tails. Nymphing with small pheasant tails and
Sulphur specific nymphs will produce although there is a decent amount of algae upriver but down on the lower half of the West Branch it does get better. It is pretty turbid on the West this morning and the river crested overnight and we hope it stays trending that way with some of the storm still close to us. A little bit of stain wouldn¢ÃÂÂt be a bad
thing either. The West Branch at Stilesville is running 2630 cfs and 39 degrees with pretty clear water, probably three feet of visibility. The upper East Branch at Harvard is down to 337 cfs and 51 degrees and the lower is running 1250 cfs and 56 degrees at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 191 cfs and 58 degrees and
down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 268 cfs and 67 degrees. For the last several weeks the West Branch has been the place to find cold water and the upper West is the place to be with a decent Sulphur hatch starting in the early afternoon. The water is still has the same stain as we¢ÃÂÂve had for the last few weeks but it may appear dirtier just due to
the volume of water in the river now but it¢ÃÂÂs definitely clear enough for all types of fishing and should really help with the streamer bite. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 514 cfs and 46 degrees and downriver at Hale Eddy we have 568 and 50 degrees. We¢ÃÂÂre still getting the usual bugs for early May with a few Hendricksons,
Blue Quills, Olives, March Browns and caddis. As far as bugs we are looking at some #18-24 Blue Winged Olives, #10-12 Isonychia and a few #14-16 Cahills. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 521 cfs and 49 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 616 cfs and 50 degrees. There are a few Sulphurs still on the upper West Branch
as well as decent Winged Olives in the #18-22 range on most days. We¢ÃÂÂre still on the same schedule as the last few weeks with the Sulphurs in #18 being the most prevalent bugs around with the hatch usually starting in the early afternoon hours in the Deposit area and you¢ÃÂÂll see them off and on until dark, usually accompanied by a ton of
spinners that last bit of daylight and into the dark. With the warm summer we¢ÃÂÂve been having the cooler weather should help the lower half of the West and East Branch. Bugs are the same as we¢ÃÂÂve had and won¢ÃÂÂt be changing much anytime soon. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We finally have some good cloud cover this morning with air temps
around 60 with highs later in the upper-70¢ÃÂÂs. It looks like the temps over night are gonna be a bit cooler, in the upper-40¢ÃÂÂs to 50¢ÃÂÂs, which will help keep the temps down a bit on the main and East with pretty dry weather all week. Lordville on the mainstem is now 10,700 and 47 degrees. Yesterday was bright, sunny and pretty warm with
some wind most of the day - not the best recipe for good fishing. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a cooler day today heading into the new week with highs in the low'-50¢ÃÂÂs for the day with some rain moving in later tonight. We should have some bugs later today, typicall starting in the early afternoon hours with the same small Olives we¢ÃÂÂve
seen and an occasional Isonychia which are great to blind cast. The upper East Branch is running 317 cfs and 61 degrees up at Harvard and downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 1090 cfs and 66 degrees. Hale Eddy is now at 3760 cfs and 45 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is looking to be a sunny one with a few clouds later and temps in the mid80¢ÃÂÂs. The bugs to be prepared for are still some small #16-20 caddis, with some tan, some darker wing and body and a few Apple caddis on the upper West Branch. Water levels are about the same and we didn¢ÃÂÂt get much rain at all last night. It does look like we will get a amount of rain tomorrow afternoon which won¢ÃÂÂt hurt. The water
is pretty high already, throughout the system, due to an increased release from the reservoirs. It¢ÃÂÂs a little nicer today than yesterday with not as much wind. We currently have 602 cfs and 50 degrees up at Stilesville and downriver at Hale Eddy we have 797 cfs and 52 degrees with a slight green stain to the water. The upper East Branch at
Harvard is running 379 cfs and 61 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 1350 cfs and 65 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We were hit pretty good yesterday afternoon with the large storm that passed along the whole East coast, leaving the rivers much higher and will lead to all reservoirs spilling if they already aren¢ÃÂÂt. Today should
be a good day on the water with the cloud cover, rain and warmer temps. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 3130 cfs and 58 degrees. The Isos are great blind casting flies to cover some water if not much is happening on top and will bring fish up if you focus on getting good drifts and covering water. The upper East Branch at Harvard is
currently at 270 cfs and 50 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 783 cfs and 53 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have rain to start the weekend this morning, as of now just some light sprinkles, but we are supposed to get a little more this afternoon with minimal accumulations - nothing to be worried about. The main Delaware at Lordville is
running 2280 cfs and 64 degrees. The upper East at Harvard is running 162 cfs and 64 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 282 cfs and 76 degrees. The upper West Branch is currently 43 degrees and 2040 cfs and 48 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 2580 cfs and 43 degrees with good clarity throughout. The upper East
Branch at Harvard is running 219 cfs and 64 degrees, still up a bit after last week¢ÃÂÂs rain. The West is still running with the fall stain which always occurs this time of but it does clear a bit as you head downriver. We¢ÃÂÂve also been seeing some #14-16 Cahills, #18-20 Olives, Drakes on the East and some Isoncyhia throughout the system.
Remember, tomorrow the 15th will be the last day to fish the West Branch from the PA border up to the dam until next April. They have ramped up the release at night out of Cannonsville to keep the downstream temps a bit lower but by mid-morning the levels are back to where they have been for the last several weeks. The upper main Delaware at
Lordville is running 1150 cfs and 64 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 112 cfs and 47 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 296 cfs and 50 degrees. A few hebes have also been around and spinners in the evenings if it¢ÃÂÂs not too windy or rainy. At these levels you will be able to wade pretty effectively in
most spots. We currently have 929 cfs up at Stilesville with a temp of 39 to start the day. The upper East at Harvard is running 1020 cfs and 48 degrees while the lower East is now at 2620 cfs and 54 degrees. The current flow on the upper West at Stilesville is 299 cfs and 58 degrees and downriver at Hale Eddy we have 490 cfs and 55 degrees. The
upper East Branch is also in good shape at 475 cfs and 53 degrees. It looks like we will get some rain later today, after dark which is supposed to go into tomorrow for most of the day. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 788 cfs and 48 degrees up at Stilesville with plenty of wading in the No-Kill area which is a popular stretch up in
Deposit. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 576 cfs and 37 degrees while downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 3000 cfs and 37 degrees as well. We do have some rain moving in tomorrow afternoon and continuing until early Saturday morning so we can only hope to keep it to a minimum. Flows are pretty good at the moment and most
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ocuop mu ,suarg 05 e sfc 646 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse ellivseritS mE elaH elaH on oxiab We have 632 CFs and 47 degrees. The main delaware in Lordville is running 953 CFS and 56 degrees. At the top branch of the East, Harvard is running 1070 CFS and 50 degrees and below the Beaverkill (646 CFs) in fish, we have 1810 CFs and 57 degrees. We should
see some blue winged olives this morning in the range of 18-22, # 8-12 March Browns / Gray Fox, # 16-18 Caddis and some green Drakes in the main Delaware and Lower East Branch. It still seems tomorrow night, we will have some rain that will last the first hours on Thursday. We have Temps today at the top -0 later this afternoon with a little rain
later tonight. We are Verigng Some small blue winged olives in the band # 20-24 are also too. At Hale Eddy, we have 1840 CFs and 43 degrees to start the day, again a little colder due to lack of warm water that comes on the reservoir, but also there is a real stain to Water. For those who are below in the lower sections of the main ones, we are
beginning to see some # 14-16 sulphines too. Today should be very much like what we have seen with some sulphines # 18-20 appearing at the beginning of the afternoon around deposit. Lotsa 'lucky, we have a good day going for the weekend with cool temperatures around 60 this morning with high later in the lower 80's. Yesterday fished very well,
especially early when the cloud cover was close by. The little BWO is in # 18-22 are difficult to beat, maybe some small rusty spinners of the same size. The top branch of the east in Harvard is running 120 CFs and 50 degrees during the return in the fish, we have 336 CFs and 52 degrees - until a little of Beaverkill after the rains on Monday. We are
seeing some green drakes, well in the main and lower east branch, just make sure to check the temperature of the water if you are going there. It seems considerably consistent temps throughout the week with some rain tomorrow e e £Ãhnam ed metno etneced avuhc amugla somevit s³ÃN .ocuop mu uofutse oir o es omit³Ã res airedop euq In the
afternoon, but rain has affected the rivers as much as possible or turbidity. There are still some sulphines # 18-20 in the upper stretches of the river and some spinners at night. The main delaware is currently in execution 1300 CFS and 68 degrees in Lordville. The temperature of the Upriver is still warm due to the spill over the reservoir that will
continue for a while. We have seen more blue quills # 16-18 yesterday with the sunny sky vs all the olives we had in the middle of the week with cloud cover. Some of the sulphines that you are still in the # 16 range, but the smallest are worth going out in the sun and warm temperatures. The top branch of the east in Harvard is running 222 CFS and
57 degrees and downriver in N'-Eddy fish we are looking at 584 CFs and 63 degrees. It looks like a minimum wind today, with less than 10 mph that is great, with warm temperatures to the dark, which will be great for spinners. With the abundance of water, everything is very arbustable in these levels and fishing throughout the weekend was very
good with many insects, especially in the West, with real fish looking up. They are releasing extra water outside the peepacton reservoir on the east branch to help the main delaware since yesterday. The Western Branch in Stilesville is now running 2880 CFS and 39 degrees, this is the only section that is still increasing a bit like the water bubble
moves over the reservoir. Rusty spinners are difficult to beat too for those bank feeders that are feeding trash. We are also seeing some hebes that are typically great summer bugs / fall in range 16-18. It seems like some decent rain moving on the till you can be why they cut the launch and the reservoir fell to less than 80%, which could be part of the
reason. The main delaware in Lordville is running 1450 CFs and 64 degrees as well. Hale Eddy has some color, not rev rev someved s³ÃN .arevamirp ad otnemaocse od adnuforp edrev roc a sam good bugs with the usual suspects of #14-16 Hendricksons, #18-20 Blue Winged Olives, #16-18 Blue Quills, #18-20 Chimarra caddis and #14-16 Apple
Caddis. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 984 cfs and 57 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 2150 cfs and 61 degrees. The weather looks good this week with a bit of rain here and there but nothing major that could blow out the rivers. We should get some spinners as well with the clear skies and no rain. We are also seeing a
few Isonychia in the afternoons and they always make great blind casting flies or are great to run droppers off of. Terrestrials like ants and beetles work well on the rising fish, especially the ones with a PHD in eating Sulphurs. The West Branch seems to be in the best shape at the moment with fairly stained water but should clear the quickest too.
Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Happy May to everyone! We got a decent amount of rain most of the day yesterday, the rivers did come up a bit and are currently pretty turbid but they¢ÃÂÂll definitely clear up for at least some good streamer fishing soon. Today should be a good day on the water with good cloud cover and minimal wind today. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck
We¢ÃÂÂve got a nice cool morning in the 50¢ÃÂÂs with high sun and a few clouds moving in this afternoon. Rivers are continuing a slow drop with rain moving in later this week, starting Wednesday night. On a rainy/cloudy day it should be much better if we get on coming up in the future. The rain yesterday didn¢ÃÂÂt accumulate too much and the
rivers are still running clear and pretty consistent with what they¢ÃÂÂve been the last week. The whole system is also getting some great hatches of tan and charcoal colored caddis in the #16 range. Down on the lower East at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 4650 cfs and 39 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck The first day of June is looking good with cool temps,
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go for a while and it will be good. Today should be better with no rain but lots of cloud cover throughout the day. It currently looks like a good day for some small BWO¢ÃÂÂs and the Sulphurs are still the primary bug you¢ÃÂÂll likely see from early afternoon on. There were very few bugs on the surface yesterday with temps most of the day around
freezing. We will definitely see some boats fishing up there soon, likely tomorrow if we¢ÃÂÂre lucky. We have 542 cfs and 47 degrees upriver at Stilesville and down at Hale Eddy we have 571 cfs and 51 degrees. Blind casting the Isonychia will still be good for a few months as well. As always this time of year a #14-16 Rusty spinner is hard to beat.
On the bug front not much has changed over the last week with some Sulphurs starting in the early afternoon and upriver around Deposit being the place to be for the most bugs and cool water temps. The Beaverkill is down to 911 cfs so is getting better for the wade anglers. River levels continue to drop with the dry weather we¢ÃÂÂve had this week
with only the edge of a few storms touching down. The storms that rolled in yesterday afternoon didn¢ÃÂÂt drop a ton of rain but didn¢ÃÂÂt help the fishing either. If we get any significant rain it would be nice to get a little stain to the water for some streamer fishing. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck The clouds and warmer air temp is looking great for today¢ÃÂÂs
fishing with a little rain overnight, but today will be good. The main Delaware down at Lordville is running 775 cfs and 53 degrees. The Blue Winged Olives are still around in size #18-22 and will be the most prevalent bug for the rest of the season. We have pretty stable water that¢ÃÂÂs pretty much what we¢ÃÂÂve been seeing the last few months.
Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Monday morning is starting out sunny and warm with temps this afternoon around 90 degrees with a chance of rain later in the around around 7pm. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is nice and cool, in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs, with heavy fog to start the day. The main at Lordville is running 3030 cfs and 46 degrees. At these levels the West is
going to be on the high side for wading but is possible for strong waders who know where to go, tailouts are always good places to start at these water levels. Downriver at Hale Eddy we are looking at 1060 cfs and 46 degrees. The main Delaware down at Lordville is now at 3490 cfs, up a little over 1000 cfs since yesterday but has crested and is
starting to come down. We did have a tremendous amount of winged ants on the West Branch yesterday in the #18-22 range and the fishing was as good. We currently have just under 600 cfs and 48 degrees up at Stilesville and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 632 cfs and 50 degrees. It looks to be pretty dry with some possible rain Friday. Have

spinners of the above bugs as well. The streamer fishing has been pretty good lately, especially in the low light of mornings and periods of cloud cover or rain. All of the rivers are currently wadeable and in good shape with temps creeping up slowly. The Drakes are happening on the main and East Branch as well as a few on the lower half of the West
Branch. Have their spinners as well, with the low wind speeds today we should have a good spinner fall. We¢ÃÂÂre still seeing the same bugs listed in the last week¢ÃÂÂs fishing report and not much should change over the next few days. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1080 cfs 62 degrees. The upper West at Stilesville is currently at 597
cfs and 47 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 580 cfs and 50 degrees. We should see some Blue Winged Olives today, which have been pretty good lately from afternoon on till the evening. The upper West from the PA border up to the dam is closed until April 1st of next year. Pretty typical this time of year and as we start to get some cooler
temps later this month the West, and eventually the upper main, begins to look better and better. The water is still looking good with that extra water from Cannonsville into the West Branch which also helps keep water temps down and is better for daylight bug activity. The East still has some decent stain to it as does the Beaverkill which is running
2000 this morning. Without rain the rivers continue to drop and are all very wadeable and clear. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got some cloud cover and a bit of drizzle to start the week. These water levels and conditions are great for this time of year and those who have access to boats. The West Branch at Stilesville is currently 2040 cfs and 53
degrees, steadily climbing as Cannonsville spills. For the streamers, many patterns will work and fishing them slow is going to be your best bet and even focusing on slower pools and deeper slots versus hitting the banks this time of year. Even with the sunny skies the small Blue Winged Olives will be the most likely bugs to see from afternoon on. The
West Branch at Stilesville is now running 3010 cfs and 47 degrees, a lot warmer than we¢ÃÂÂve had due to that warm spill coming over the top. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This morning is starting out pretty sunny and calm with highs in the low-70¢ÃÂÂs later today and minimal wind. They have started to cut the water back from Cannonsville reservoir in
anticipation of extra water from the Lackawaxen resuming on Monday. The rivers continued to drop a bit over the last 24 hrs and everything is currently very wadeable and clear. Rusty Spinners in the appropriate size are a must have this time of year. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got a nice, cool late-summer morning with temps around 50 to start the
day with highs later in the mid-70¢ÃÂÂs. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is a bit milder with cooler temps, a bit of cloud cover and a light wind. Everything is wadeable and clear with no real rain this weekend. The upper East at Harvard is at 284 cfs and 53 And down down on fish, we have 1050 CFs and 58 degrees. Lotsa Ã ¢ â € "¢ Luck, we have some temps
on bass 30 to start the day with a high temperature of 38 degrees later this afternoon. The main system in Lordville is now 5320 CFs and 51 degrees as well. With the current air and water temps, the western agency will be the only water with safe temperatures to fish the predictable future. Lota Lucky that we have a drizzle this morning, with light
rain "at the beginning of the afternoon and about 1/3 of an inch forecast for today. Small ginger spinners for sulphines are obligatory for nights Also, lotsa 'lucky' we have a lot of sun poking this morning with high later in the 60s with a little cloud cover after. East at Harvard is now 1790 CFS and 41 degrees and downriver in the fish. We have 3900
CFs and 43 degrees. It looks like a half an inch tonight for tomorrow morning. The main delaware in Lordville is running 2580 CFS and 58 degrees and is running very clear, especially when you move downriver like water of the two rivers has a chance to mix in the morning and if the conditions are right, you will beat In Spinner falls during midmorning hours. There are some trichos in the lower west or on the eastern branch as well. The fish are becoming a little less sporable while eating with increased water times. The top branch in Stiletville is running 330 CFs and 43 degrees during low at Hale Eddy, we had 545 CFs and 47 degrees with just a little color appearing on the banks. Still
good flow to tempins in mid-August and water are good too. Nymph with small pheasant tails and pupa caddis are accelerating when going subsurface. Looks moc moc anames a adot opmet arap 15 e sfc 0941 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse ellivdroL me erawaleD lapicnirp O .ocrab mu ed etnemlaicepse ,otnemivom me aug¡Ã ad etrap rirboc ed arienam amu ©Ã
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is starting out bright and sunny, pretty much like yesterday, with no wind and temps peaking in the upper-70¢ÃÂÂs later today. The main Delaware is running 5790 cfs and 46 degrees. Still seeing the same bugs with Henricksosn, BWO¢ÃÂÂs, Blue Quills and caddis listed below. The upper East branch at Harvard is running 823 cfs and 46 degrees
and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 1420 cfs and 51 degrees. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is currently running 542 cfs and 46 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 606 cfs and 49 degrees which will drop to the mid-500¢ÃÂÂs soon. We had some decent bugs in the afternoon on the West with some good #14-16 Sulphurs, some
#14 Cahills, #19-20 Olives and a few March Browns. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We have a sunny and warm day today with air temps in the mid-90¢ÃÂÂs and water levels on the West Branch which are dropping back down to their normal levels after a bump in the release water overnight. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today started out warm and sunny but we do have
some clouds moving in this afternoon with some rain moving in later today after dark. It also looks like a good chance of rain the rest of the week which would be great. The East Branch over at Harvard wasn¢ÃÂÂt affected much and is running 140 cfs and 57 degrees while downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 150 cfs and 63 degrees which is pretty
close to yesterday¢ÃÂÂs flows. It looks like tomorrow it will be a few degrees cooler with some rain and clouds for the afternoon. The upper West at Stilesville is now at 1410 cfs and 53 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 1700 cfs and 53 degrees. Nymphing with Sulphur-specific nymphs or small pheasant tails does work if nothing is happening
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satoG .edadilibisiv aob moc suarg 64 e sfc 0722 somet ,yddE elaH o etnarud suarg 54 e sfc 0551 Ã .suarg .suarg 84 e sfc 0973 it it will be very good, especially after the fish have a bit of time to acclimate to the near tripling of water running through their home. We should have another great day. It looks like a nice weekend weather-wise with some
rain moving in early Sunday morning. We are still getting tons of caddis with some dark wing and bodied in the #16-18 range. We did get an increase in water on the West Branch once again as they are struggling to keep the minimum flow down at Montegue, NJ. Fishing with unweighted or lightly-weighted flies helps, allowing you to fish the fly
slowly without hanging up on the bottom. The Blue Winged Olives in #18-20 and Blue Quills in #16-18 have been very good the last few weeks, we are also seeing #14-16 Hendricksons which should be good this week with the warmer temps. Today is a different story with ideal bug and cooperative fish weather with the rain and clouds. The upper
West Branch at Stilesville is now at 597 cfs and 44 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 664 cfs and 47 degrees. The upper East at Harvard is running 246 cfs and 56 degrees and downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 721 cfs and 51 degrees. The rivers are still clear and very wadeable after continuing to drop a bit since last weeks
rains. We¢ÃÂÂre still seeing plenty of bugs which should be around for another week or so with some Hendricksons, Blue Quills, BWO¢ÃÂÂs, Cimarra and Apple caddis. Mornings are a good time to get on the water this time of year with very few anglers out early. The forecast looks pretty good for this week with rising temps as we go towards the
weekend with a chance of rain on Thursday. It looks like good cloud cover and a drop in temps for the upcoming weekend with temps peaking in the low-60¢ÃÂÂs and thankfully no rain. The small Olives are usually around too in the #18-22 range as well as their small rusty spinners. The bugs have been pretty good this spring with the usual mid-May
mixed bag. The in are off and on in the afternoon with some pockets of bugs which usually pick up towards dark and we have been getting some spinners near dark too. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck After the rains last night the rivers have risen a bit but everything is looking good still with minimal stain to the water. The water is stable, wadeable and dropping
throughout the system. Big, #12 Isonychia are also good flies to have. The mainstem at Lordville is currently 4120 cfs and 48 degrees. Ants and beetles are hard to beat this time of year as well and are sometimes better choices than the actual bugs hatching at the time. The main Delaware at Lordville is now at 4100 cfs and 59 degrees. The flow
upriver in Deposit at Stilesville is now 1400 cfs and 47 degrees with pretty clear water. With the warmer temps be aware and continue to check water temps on the East and mainstem. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck The weather is looking good for today with sunshine and temps in the low-60¢ÃÂÂs later this afternoon. Tomorrow it looks like some rain moving in
and a nice decrease in air temps. The hatch started early and was the strongest from early to mid-afternoon and later it became a bit sporadic as did the fish. Having some good Blue Winged Olive patterns in #18-20 is a safe bet. The upper East at Harvard is now at 976 cfs and 48 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are lookin at 2150 cfs and 55
degrees. Spent caddis in the #16-18 range have been good flies if you can find some fish trash-feeding mid-day, eating whatever comes their way. Streamers are also and option with the higher water and natural colors and smaller flies tend to work well with all of the recent fishing pressure. It looks to be dry for the foreseeable future which may lead
to a continued lowering of the release water. Hopefully it isn¢ÃÂÂt too heavy at first and we can get some bugs and fishing in as it is going to get dirty again with the rains moving in. Obviously, all of the rivers went went up Ton, Semit Ta Yttops HGUOHTLA, DNUORA LLITS EMAS EMAS EMAS EMAS DNA ELIVSELITS TA SFC 795 HTWIW DNEKEW
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are still an option, especially in lower light situations, especially early mornings. There are also a few apple caddis mixed in too. Mornings are a good time to be out this time of year with a few fish eating the occasional left-over spinner or terrestrial and streamer fishing is productive in the low light hours as well. The upper East Branch at Harvard is
running 173 cfs and 60 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 462 cfs and 68 degrees. The upper East Branch is now at 503 cfs and 55 degrees while the lower at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy is running 1440 cfs and 59 degrees. The East Branch is going to take a little longer to recover just because it drains so much land compared to the West, getting all
the water from the Willowemoc and Beaverkill. We¢ÃÂÂve still got the same generous releases due to the full reservoirs and in incoming rain. It looks like Cannonsville on the West actually crested and is finally dropping. It looks like some intermittent rain tomorrow throughout the day which we always welcome and oftentimes makes the fishing
much better. This time of year, with the spawning fish, you do get a lot of swipes and short-strikes but they aren¢ÃÂÂt really missing the fly. With the dropping flows we should see some fish on top with the usual suspects like small Olives in the #18-24 range, #12 Isonychia and small #18-22 winged ants make great flies this time of year. It¢ÃÂÂs a
perfect Blue Winged Olive day as well and look for them in #18-22 and small rusty spinners are always hard to beat. The main Delaware is running 1670 cfs and 53 degrees. We are also seeing a few #16-18 Black Stoneflies still around and small Chimarra caddis in the #18-20 range which aren¢ÃÂÂt as important on top if the water is covered in
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odna§Ãnalab sedlom so e sofnin so sam ,aid o etnarud opot on otnel res edop sam ,snud e srennips moc etion Ã meb odacsep mªÃt erawaled lapicnirp e etsel omar O .suarg 94 e sfc 935 arap odnahlo somatse ,yddE elaH on oxiab arap e suarg 54 e sfc 714 odnatucexe ¡Ãtse ellivtelitS me etsea roirepus lailif A .suarg 35 e sfc 167 somet ,yddE elaH me
oxiab arap e suarg 05 EHT.? Tsew Reppu EHT NO ELLIVELITE .61 # NI TSEW REPU EHT No Snoskcirdneh Wef Â € Ã ¢ SHSIF TA NWOD ELIHW SORED 54 DNA SFC 928 GNINNUR SI DRAVH TA HCNARB TSEE REPU 05 DNA SFC 0111 TA GNIKOOL ERA ELIHW SORED 25 DNA SFC 209 GNINNUR SI ELLIVELITE TA HCNARB TSEW EHT .SEED
65 DNA SFC 832 EVAH EW NWDE Â Si Dravrah Ta Hcnarb Tsae repu TTIL A Saw Gninrom SIHT. Gninrom Siht Day DNA Epahs moog Ni Si Hcnarb Tsew A Ekil Gnikool Si Enuj Fo Yad Tsal Siht Kcul Â ™ â € Ã ¢ ASTOL Dim eht ni spmet ria htiw yadretsey sgub fo toll a dah ew .sad no West Branch at Stilesville is running 421 cfs and 48 degrees while
down at Hale Eddy we have 556 cfs and 52 degrees. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1490 cfs and 65 degrees. With rain most of the day we should have some good streamer opportunity today and bugs and dry fly fishing unless the river really puffs up but that would take quite a bit more rain. The West Branch is still running pretty stained
from the release and we can expect some more color to show up as the rain starts to raise the feeder creeks which flow into the river. As far as bugs on top the small Olives are your best bet but are definitely spread out and localized in the softer water this time of year. The upper East Branch at Harvard is now 1430 cfs and 44 degrees while down at
Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 3760 cfs and 46 degrees. Water levels continue to drop or are pretty stable with a bit of stain to the water but plenty of visibility throughout the system. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Happy April first to everyone. They¢ÃÂÂre calling for the rain to start tonight around 5pm and continue into tomorrow morning. The upper West Branch at
Stilesville is now running 542 cfs and 46 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 580 cfs and 50 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard dropped to a nice level of 679 cfs and 45 degrees, now the best wading option on the Delaware system. We¢ÃÂÂre still getting the tail end of the #18-20 Sulphurs, especially on the upper sections of
the West and East branches, typically starting mid day and continuing into the evening. The upper main Delaware at Lordville is running 888 cfs and 55 degrees. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 281 cfs and 60 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 1560 cfs and 64 degrees, after the Beaverkill¢ÃÂÂs 900 cfs pumping
in. With the weather and the current conditions today should be a great day on the water with some streamer fishing being a very good option if that¢ÃÂÂs thing. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 915 cfs and 53 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 1110 cfs and 52 degrees. Yesterday was bright and sunny with no clouds
which isn¢ÃÂÂt ideal. The upper main has still been getting a few White Fly spinners at dusk in the #12-14 range. Terrestrials like ants and beetles are always great choices this time of year, even during a Sulphur hatch. The upper Wes Branch at Stilesville is running 521 cfs and 45 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 681 cfs and 50
degrees. It¢ÃÂÂs a lot cooler today with highs in the mid-60¢ÃÂÂs and temps the next few days in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs with some rainy weather which is great. They say we may get a bit of rain later tomorrow but the afternoon thunderstorms are always possible but not very reliable. The mainstem at Lordville was running 4810 cfs and 55 degrees but
will go up as the water from the West makes it¢ÃÂÂs way down there. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This morning is a bit cloudy with the sun poking through some fog with temps in the mid-30¢ÃÂÂs and a high later around 60. With the cooler weather lately we¢ÃÂÂve had some decent fishing with the usual fall bugs. Wading is currently pretty tough and it looks
like some rain this coming week. With the lower water the nymphing has also been pretty good lately. We¢ÃÂÂre still seeing the same bugs and there with Hendicksons, Olives, Blue Quills, Apple Caddis and some Chimarra as well. The West did crest early yesterday and then later started to rise again due to the spill coming over the top of the
reservoir which will last for a while, how long will be determined by how much rain we get. It looks like this afternoon will only be good cloud cover with no more rain, maybe a little shower, but nothing to worry about. The East Branch is running 135 cfs and 56 degrees up at Harvard and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 216 cfs and 62
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Stilesville on the upper West is still running just over 500 cfs and 51 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 632 cfs and 53 degrees. Downriver at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 228 cfs and 53 degrees. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got another clear day with highs later in the mid-80¢ÃÂÂs and great water levels for August. The
streamer fishing should be solid for a while as well with the turbid water. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck We¢ÃÂÂve got another cool morning in the low-50¢ÃÂÂs to end the week with highs today in the upper-70¢ÃÂÂs and heavy fog to this morning. It doesn¢ÃÂÂt look like much rain this week so our best bet for more water in the West would be dry conditions
which lead to lower flows downriver. The upper East Branch at Harvard is running 1030 cfs and 50 degrees and Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy down below is now at 2500 cfs and 55 degrees. Nymphing has been the most consistent method as the dries are petering out as the season goes on. The West Branch down at Hale Eddy is running 853 cfs and 38 degrees
as well and will likely peak in the low-40¢ÃÂÂs later today. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is still running 391 cfs and 51 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 637 cfs and 53 with your typical late summer stain from the release and maybe a bit more below your larger feeder streams entering the river. The streamer fishing was decent this
weekend with the extra stain to the water, especially if you had some cloud cover. The upper main Delaware at Lordville is running 1510 cfs and 60 degrees. We are still seeing some decent Blue Winged Olives in the afternoons in sizes #18-24 as well as their small Rusty Spinners. They are working on the dam and this is temporary and will not last
long. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 550 cfs and 47 degrees. The anglers that fished yesterday moved a lot of fish on streamers as the West is in great shape for throwing era ew Ydde Elah Ta Nose Nevo DNA SEERGED 64 DNA SFC 245 Gninn La Nevc ™Ht DNA same a snowces Revirnwod's LoC ot thinbonna-ta € ¢ swearc ehht Sexim
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slowly as the spill over the reservoir increases and we could see that happen over a few days as water fills in from the West Branch above the reservoir. We had some pretty good bugs yesterday afternoon before the rain came in and today should be similar. We are also seeing a few March Browns in 10-12 range and some smaller 14-16 Grey Fox. The
upper East Branch at Harvard is running 277 cfs and 62 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we are looking at 920 cfs and 68 degrees. The upper main Delaware is running 2470 cfs and 58 degrees. Rusty spinners are good go-to flies for the warmer evenings too. The main Delaware is running 991 cfs and 61 degrees to start the day. The upper East
Branch at Harvard is currently running 194 cfs and 60 degrees and down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy the flow is 296 cfs and 70 degrees. During the Sulphur hatch the fish are picky as usual and having a good selection of cripples, patience and sub-surface flies to use as droppers is essential. Bugs have been the same with a few March Browns added to the
mix, especially down on the main. The main Delaware at Lordville is running 1690 cfs and 70 degrees. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running at 915 cfs and 55 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we have 1120 cfs and 56 degrees. We are still seeing a few Isonychia in size #10-12 as well and they make good flies for blind casting in the riffles
and are also good flies to run a dropper off of. All we can do now is hope for some clear skies which will all ow the river to clear and we will have some great streamer fishing. The upper East at Harvard is running 108 cfs and 49 degrees while down at Fishs¢ÃÂÂ Eddy we have 268 cfs and 51 degrees. If you don¢ÃÂÂt see much on top there have been
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Stilesville is running 557 cfs and 48 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we have 677 cfs and 53 degrees. The upper West Branch at Stilesville is running 383 cfs and 47 degrees while down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 516 cfs and 48 degrees with a bit of stain to the release water which is minimal and typical this time of year. LotsaÃ¢ÂÂ Luck The hot
and sunny days of summer continue with temps for the next few days in the 80Ã¢ÂÂs and not much rain in the forecast aside from maybe a random afternoon thunderstorm which wonÃ¢ÂÂt do much to the river. The upper West at Stilesville is running 1020 cfs and 57 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 1190 cfs and 55 degrees. We
have still been getting some Blue Winged Olives, Caddis and a few Isonychia in the afternoons on all the rivers. The caddis have been pretty solid throughout the system with small, #16-20 spent caddis working very well when there isnÃ¢ÂÂt a notable mayfly hatch going. That along with blind-casting in likely spots or over areas youÃ¢ÂÂve seen fish
rising will produce some great results if you have faith in it, maybe a few March Browns or a large Sulphur. We should have some good Blue Winged Olives in #18-22 in the afternoon hours with some possible spinners later. We have still been getting some great bugs with lots of Tan Caddis in the #16-18 range, #18 Charcoal and some #16 Apple
Caddis. They are calling for some cloud cover to pick up as the day goes on with some rain tomorrow afternoon which would really be the best case scenario. The #14-16 Hendricksons, #16-18 Paraleps/Blue Quills and some small Olives will be the bugs to run for the next few weeks. ItÃ¢ÂÂs going to be clear day with some rain moving in tonights
which looks to stick around for most of the week. Isso like a great Olive day as well. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck Today is looking pretty similar to yesterday with high blue skies and very little clouds with temps peaking in the upper-60¢ÃÂÂs. Lotsa¢ÃÂÂ Luck This Friday morning is starting out cool, around 40 degrees, with highs later today in the upper
60¢ÃÂÂs. The upper West at Stilesville is running at 621 cfs and 47 degrees and down at Hale Eddy we are looking at 732 cfs and 50 degrees. The West is still pretty stained and the East is still low and very clear. Last night was pretty windy and cool so wasn¢ÃÂÂt good for spinners but tonight looks to be much calmer so be on the lookout. The main
Delaware down at Lordville is running 1030 cfs and 70 degrees. There have been some bugs later in the day with some Olives in the #18-22 range, a few Isonychia in size #12 and on the main a few #12 White Fly spinners down on the main. The water on the West is still rising this morning but should crest later this and drop slowly throughout the
day and is going to be a safe bet for wade fishermen. Today and tomorrow are going to be cloudy with a chance of rain tomorrow afternoon which is perfect weather for the Blue Winged Olives. Flows are pretty much the same other than a slight up and down with the release from Cannonsville over the last 24 hours which is pretty minor and
won¢ÃÂÂt affect the fishing any. They did lower the release a bit overnight bringing some lower flows to both the East and West Branches, which are now going to offer a bit of wadeable water to fish on foot. We have almost identical conditions to what we had yesterday with flows holding steady on the West and upper East but the lower East Branch
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